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About This Content

NOTE: THE MAIN GAME X-PLANE 10 IS NOT AVAILABLE ANYMORE!
PLEASE ONLY PURCHASE DLCS WHEN YOU ARE ALREADY OWNER OF X-

PLANE 10!

The Carenado line of aircraft has been well acclaimed by users and reviewers for many years and for good reason. They are well
constructed, looks good and have impeccable behavior in flight. The cockpits are accurate and well equipped.

Main features

HD livery textures

Original HQ digital stereo sounds recorded directly from the real aircraft

Plugin-enhanced

FPS-optimized model

NEW! Scroll wheel support

DDS textures for faster load times and optimization
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Features

Original KFC225 Autopilot installed

HD quality textures (2048 x 2048)

3D gauges

2D windows: Cameras (for setting different cameras and field of view) and Options (for opening doors, hiding window
reflections and static elements)

Original HQ digital stereo sounds recorded directly from the real aircraft

Accurately reproduced flight characteristics. Tested by real Centurion pilots

Realistic night lights effect on gauges and virtual cockpit

Full moving parts: Ailerons, elevators, rudders, flaps, rolling wheels and trim tab

Animated sections such as: propeller, doors, windows, sunvisors

Interactive virtual cockpit

Toggle yoke

Realistic weight and balance

Included in the package

5 HD liveries and 1 HD blank texture

Autopilot KFC225 Manual PDF

Recommended Settings PDF

Normal and Emergency Procedures - Performance tables PDF

Quick reference table PDF

X-Plane general information PDF
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Title: X-Plane 10 AddOn - Carenado - CT210M Centurion II
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Carenado
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 3 GHz, multi-core CPU (or, even better, multiple processors)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: with at least 512 MB of VRAM

Storage: 550 MB available space

English
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This is a game where you defend some little towns from raiding bandits who want to steal civilians to do something with them.
You are their guardian angel with your car with some guns of course. You ride around and kill the waves and waves of bandits!
Sounds fun? Maybe the first few "rounds", but in the end, it gets repetitive, even though they have a boss round every now and
then. In the end, you'll get sick of it, even when in the beginning you like it a bit.

Lil' Sucky Gameplay to go with the review.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgkx072ikNE. Hackers are already runing this game. needs an anti cheat really bad. they are
teleporting and one shotting. dont buy till fix. Love this game and will have a hard time waiting for new levels. Yes, it is a
somewhat simplistic FPS, but that is part of its charm. If you want to shoot stuff, then this game is great and I think with new
levels and new weapons, (sniper rifle...hint, hint), it is well worth your time and money.. we wuz kangs n shet nigguz i swear to
gawd we wuz ancient nigguz we more i wuz an ancestor of egypt man you tellin me that... thththat them gypsies over there aint
black look at that skin mayn they black mayn they hey you know mayn like im sorry mayn we trying to go to space n shet this
and shet mayn im like "fuh mayn these white ppl mayn" i-i-i like don't think it sane mayn these white people be ruinin our lives
mayn shet mayn let me tell you mayn my gran mama she part egptian mayn you tellin me king tatutatu tha-tha-that's my great
great great great great great granfather mayn and you tellin me that dem gawd dang egyptians aint black shet niqqah l-l-look
mayn julius caesar wuz black i don' know why these history bookz be lyin to you julius caesar wuz black he wasn't white the
romans were ruled by black pp sheit man ill tell you what i swear let all the black ppl go back to africa they gonna be one duz
mayne. I started playing this on a whim, nearly put it down again, but decided to stick it through. I'm glad I did! While the
opening sets up some kind-of tired horror tropes, the more you explore, the more you get the opportunity to experience some
genuinely fun and interesting mechanics. I don't want to spoil anything, but there's a lot more to this game than just exploring a
spooky house while being chased like a ghost. In true lovecraftian tradition, there's a depth to this game beyond what you see on
the surface. Definitely worth checking out if you're into horror!. I got this as a bundle of Super Retro Army games and so far
this is my favorite. It's a cute little arkanoid/breakout game with a weird (if a bit sloppy) art style and it's all made by one guy.
Just don't pay too much or expect a ton of depth.
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Definitely one of the prettiest games in VR at the moment, and one of the better wave shooters.

Multiplayer coop is a welcome addition, would be nice to see more enemies and levels though but plenty of challenge and
playability for the price I think.

My gameplay video:

https://youtu.be/B4mWUo_L8XA. I don't know how I feel about this game to be honest. I'm 'torn', pun intended.

The games premise itself Is perfectly fine and held my interest from beginning to end; solving puzzles from room to room. It did
get monotonous at times, but it wasn't too bad, and I enjoyed it for the most part.

The story though is where I kind of felt let down. I'll try not to spoil it but things might slip through the cracks. The beginning of
the game gives you a sense of awe and wonder as you discover a strange house in the woods. The whole feel of the game from
then on is magical and amazing as you explore more of the house and help some old scientist recover his lost memories. Each
completed room makes you want to move on to the next one to uncover more secrets about the house and the scientist who lived
there. Even the music itself is mysterious and matched the general mood of the game nicely.

Then the ending comes, and everything wonderful and magical and amazing about the game is brutally stomped on by a VERY
real, heavy, and out of nowhere twist ending that left me staring at the scrolling credits thinking "what? What was that?". It was
so jarring and out of place for the mysterious mood that the game began with and held for the majority of its duration.

I honestly expected some final showdown with a mad scientist, using the tools and puzzle soving methods you learned in each
room. Instead I was treated to what amounts to a lengthy cutscene that actually kind of annoyed me.

I reccommend the game for its price and because it entertained me for 5 hours as a puzzle game. But as I appreciate stories over
gameplay, I felt let down.. Good game, only wish there was more steam trains and passenger cars 4/5 stars. Sorry guys, I wanted
to like this game. If I ever learn it, I may even still. However, the game is not for me. Overly complicated management systems
are fine when they are less obfuscated. The tutorial teaches you the very basics, and then you are thrown into a set up limited
turn scenario where you cannot waste turns figuring things out. I cannot figure out how the economy works. Some of that may
just be that I am currently playing multiple games and don't want to spend the hours trying to learn it. There are only a couple
lets plays, and they move pretty quickly and either don't explain, or spend 15 minutes explaining the history of a feature in
Roman civilization rather than how it functions in game. I get it, some REALLY love Rome. I enjoy but not on that level.
Basically, I learned the paradox games no problem, but this one remains vague.

To top it off, the game engine is a pig. You resolve a turn, and the game basically freezes until you get to a battle screen. Turns
take 30 seconds to a minute depending. I hear that the game this engine is from "Pride of Nations" was much worse. I really
want to try the Civil War 2 game based on the engine, I am just afraid at that price that I won't be able to learn it. I have limited
gaming time these days with kids/wife etc, and don't want to spend a week of gaming time learning a system.

The game looks nice, although I have to play in in a crappy low res because the ffonts are so small I couldn't read it. The game is
all about reading text and figures, and I couldn't. Not only size, but the particular font didn't blend well with the backgrounds
thru my tv. I play paradox games at 1080 with no problem, so I'm not exactly blind.

I applaud the developers, and I'm sure there is a really nice game here. For me, as a moderate wargame tactical fan, it is just too
much when coupled with the bad UI and long turns that you cant even scroll the map during. If I ever find the impetus to learn
the game and put some time into it, I may change my vote. Not bad, but not for everyone. Romanophiles and serious warsim
people may enjoy a bit more, or if you have some experience with the engine, which I do not.. 09-28-2016 – picked this game
up today and messed around with it for a few moments. And already I have to say I like it and it has a lot of potential, but it still
needs a lot of work, especially the UI and controls. So with that being said I think ill hold onto the game and see where it goes as
far as progress.. boring to me
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